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The critical point ratio for some d - 2 classical models
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AsstRact. The universal critical point ratio of the square of the second moment
of the order parameter to its fourth moment, denoted as Q, is exploited to de-

termine the position of the critical Ising transition lines in the phase diagram of
the Ashkin-Teller (AT) model on the square lattice. A leading-order expa^nsion of
the Q ratio in the presence of a non-va,nishing thermal field is found from finite-
size scaling and the corresponding expression is fitted to the accurate perturbative
trarrsfer-matrix data for the L x L squaxe clusters with Z ( 9. The same method
is used to determine the critical Ising tra^nsition line on the phase diagram of the
Blume-Capel (BC) model (, < 11). We have also calculated the Q ratio for the
g : 3 Potts model in the critical point. The previously predicted scaling relation
for this universality class is confirmed by our results for L 172.

Ashkin-Teller rnodel

The AT model has first been proposed as a model of a four-component alloy [1].
It has attracted a lot of theoretical interest for years because it is a simple and

non-trivial generalisation of the Ising and four-state Potts models. Fa^n [2] has

shown that the hamiltonian of the AT model can also be written with two Ising
variables (^9 = *1,o = +1) located at each site of the lattice, a^nd in the presence

of a magnetic field it has the form:

N
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Herein we consider only nearest neighbour pair interactions on the simple square

lattice consisting of N : .L2 sites with periodic boundary conditions and we assume

that ,.Ir - ..I2 (isotropic case).
'Wagner 

[3] has shown that the AI model is equivalent to the alternated eight
vertex model, which has not been solved exactly. Only one critical line in the phase

diagram of the isotropic AT model is known exactly thanks to the duality relation
found by Fan [ ]. For this reason many approximate approaches have been applied
for constructing the complete phase diagram: the mean field theory (MFA) [5, 6],

mean-field renormalisation group (MFRG) [7], renormalisation group (RG) [8],
and Monte Carlo renormalisation group (MCRG) [9]. It is the aim of this paper
to establish an accurate location of the remaining critical lines.

In our approach we exploit finite-size scaling for the ratio of the square of the
second moment to the fourth moment of the order parameter M:

Qn: < M2 ),"
<M4)t )

where
the system (L x L). In the limit ,L -r m this ratio becomes universal in the critical
point [10] and is denoted Q hereafter. Three not exactly known critical lines of the
isotropic AT model are believed to belong to the Ising universality class [5, 11].

Here it is assumed that these lines_ correspond to Ising-like continuous transitions
with the order param eler M = D[r S;ot. Ascaling formula for Q 1 canbe derived
starting from the finite-size scaling relation for the singular part of the free energy
for the squaxe Ising model [12].

F(s) (gr,9n, L-t) - A(grI) ln L + B(grL, gnLan)

(2)

(3)

where Á and B are unknown amplitudes, gt, gn are nonlinear scaling fields and y6

is the magnetic critical exponent. The nonlinear scaling fields g1 ffid gn can be

expanded in terms of the corresponding linear thermal and magnetic scaling fields
t and h.

Taking into account the relations between the magnetization moments in Eq.
(2) and the corresponding derivatives of the free energy [12] we have calculated
the scaling expansion for Q1(t,h = 0) to the leading order in Í and up to L3'4sn'

er.(t) = elrl) + W#1*", * .. (4)

The zeroth order term Qil}) was evaluated previously [12] and the first order
term is of the form

EO, (t\ I -
=#lr=": atL * az + a3I'3-2un * (oa + aslnL)L2-2un 1 qu75-4vn 1

*(oz + o,slnL)Lr-2no + (on * o.rclnL)Ln-tvn * asL-zvn I (5)

*(an + alsln L)L7-un^ + (o,rn * ars ln.L * aro ln2 L)Ls- an a ... ,
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where al (i = 1,...16) are unknown amplitudes' In our work we consider only the
first three terms in the expansion (5), but for some future Monte Ca.rlo applications
the higher order terms in LIL might be important.

We have calculated the Q;(f) ratio exploiting the transfer matrix (TM) tech-

nique which for the Ising model was explained in [12]. Our system consists of tr
columns containing tr sites. Spins from the jth column are denoted by

_ (Sit, ojL, Sjr, oj2, ...) Si", ojL)

so that

Ei

Z- T
ír,...,it

exp (- pH(it , ...,ir)) - Tb T' ,

where T is a 4L x 4' transfer matrix. This can be split into the product T = TtTu
of a diagonal matrix T, and a non-diagonal matrix T1, containing the intra- a,nd

the inter-column interactions respectively. They are defined as follows

Er,

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)

T,(i*, i,) - ói*,i, €*P

Tn (i*, i,) - exp

* K +S n,tok,iS n,,t+to k,i+L * H S n,ia,. \ \, k,i) 
)

* Kzok,iol,i

(Ë (K,sn,tsni+t+

* K+Snjon,tSt,iot,r)) )(Ë (K,sn,tst,t

KZon,iok,i+1+

where , g = #, Kt = J$ (i :7,2,4) and H : 0h. The latter matrix can be
expressed as a product of sparse matrices which facilitates the numerical calcula-
tions.

The averages in Eq. (2) can be expressed in terms of the corresponding coef-
ficients Zk lI2] in the expansion of the field dependent partition function Z (h) =
D}o Zo*. follows: The coefficients 21, can then be calculated from Eq. (6) by
multiplying the base vectors by matrices T, and T6 in such a manner that the
terms in the same power of h are kept separately [12].

At first we calculate the amplitudes o; (i S 5) from Eqs ( ) and (5) with
known values Qt(O).In the limit I(z = 0, i.e. the Ising model in 5o, K4. = K" -
I tn(t + t/Z) *d in this case we have only one coupling constant (Ka). Thus we

can write the reduced temperature in the form:

Selecting different values of the scaling field Í we can solve the set of linear
algebraic equations for o4. For the ferromagnetic coupling Ka we consider the
system slzes L:213,...,9 whereas for the antiferromagnetic one only the even
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values L : 2,4, 6, 8 are considered, so that we can evaluate the coefficients a4 up
to i = 5 or i = 3, respectively.

Having fixed. K2 l0 and knowing the o; (i S 3) and Q;(0), we have calcu-
lated (by TM method) Qr,(Kz,/ía) for a number of couplings Ka. This enables a

determination of the corresponding á values from Eqs (4) and (5). Then knowing t
we can easily obtain Ka"from Eq. (9) and K2" from a similar equation, but written
for K2. The estimates K4" and K2" are very stable if we find , €< 10-7,10-4 >.

The exactly known critical curve with continuously varying critical exponents

[11] is terminated in the 4-state Potts point where it bifurcates. In the vicinity of
this point the convergence of our results is diminished and the estimates of Ka"
become size dependent. This size dependence is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: The L-dependence of the critical values of the parameter Ka". The
points on the vertical axis are the extrapolated values.

Due to the limited number of system sizes available in our calculations we do
not try to include any corrections to scaling and we simply extrapolate our data.
Because of the character of the size dependence as a final result we take the average
of the extrapolated value and the result for the largest system. They are shown
on the ordinate axis in Fig. 1. (We estimate the accuracy of the results obtained
in such a way as half the difference between the lineary extrapolated value and
the result for the largest system.) Such a strong size dependence does not occur
for the a,ntiferromagnetic couplings, since there is no Potts point in this case.

Our final results represented by open circles connected by thin continuous lines
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are shown in Fig. 2 and they are compared with other results and predictions.
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Figure 2: Phase diagram of the AT model in two dimensions. The solid bold line
represents the exactly known critical line, which terminates at the 4-state Potts
point. Empty circles with continuous lines describe our results. The solid circles
display MCRG results , the dotted line is drawn a.fter Baxter and diamonds are
the tra,nsfer matrix results combined with conformal invariance.

The numerical uncertainties do not exceed the size of the symbol. The curve
plotted by the bold line represents the part of the phase diagram found exactly by
Baxter [11]. It separates the Baxter phase B from the paramagnetic phase P. The
ferromagnetic and antiferromagentic phases with non-vanishing order parameter
M arc denoted by the labels F and AF, respectively.

In the ferromagnetic region Kt ) 0 we have only calculated the curve joining
the 4-state Potts point to the pure Ising point K" at, K2 :0. The second branch
follows from the corresponding duality relation [5, 11]. In the boundary between
AF and P phases we plot with the dotted line the approximate curve as given
by Baxter [11] and in the ferromagnetic region we also include the MCRG results
marked by filled circles.

As can be seen (Fig. 2), our results are in good agreement with the MCRG

[9] approach, but they are quite different from Baxter's predictions [11] in the
antiferromagnetic region. For the boundary between AF and P phases, our results
coincide with those obtained by Ma"zzeo et al. [13]. These authors actually in-
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Dl4
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Figure 3: The phase diagram of the Blume-Capel model (D = AIK). Our results
are drawn with stars connected by lines. RGl and RG2 are lines of continuous
transition predicted by two different RG approaches [17]. Earlier results obtained
by TM method [19] are drawn with squares and a long dashed line connects points
which belong to the first order tra.nsiton line.

vestigated the six vertex model with the transfer matrix technique in combination
with conformal invariance arguments; their results can be mapped onto the results
for the P-phase boundaries and they are shown in Fig. 2.

As to our accuracy: near the ferromagnetic Ising point it is around 2 * 10-6
and in the neighbourhood of the Potts point it decreases down to about 3*.10-2.
The accuracy in the antiferromagnetic region is even better: nea,r the Ising point
it reaches 5 'i 10-8 and for the highest point in the phase diagram in Fig. 2 it
decreasesto3*10-3.

Blume-Capel rnodel

The same method was used to determine the position of the critical Ising transition
line in the phase diagram of the d, = 2 BC model (on the square lattice L x L),
with reduced hamiltonian:

.J\à
0.2 x

---
70 0.480 0.490 0.500 0.510 - -
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p?t

where ^9; 
: 0, *1. This model was proposed independently by Blume [14] and

Capel [15]. It is a particular case of the Blume-Emery-Griffiths model (BEG)

[16]. The BC model has been investigated for years ( RG [17], MC [18], TM with
FSS [19]) because of its simplicity and a quite complex phase diagram. Especialy
the presence of a tricritical point (TCP) attracted much scientific interest. Thus,
in spite of the lack of an exact solution, quite much is known about the phase

diagram. Our results are in good agreement with the best previous ones.

2.O
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Figure 4: Convergence of the critical coupling constant lí" calculated in different
points of the phase diagram of the BC model for finite systems. The upper curves

are related to points located closer to TCP.

There are a few differences in our treatment of the AT a,nd BC models. For the
BC model we use a scaling relation (3) without a logaritmic term. This results in
the absence of a logaritmic term in relation ( ) and of course in (5). The maximal
system size L for the BC model is equal to L1". There is no exactly known point
on the line of second order transitions (as it was in the case of the AT model).
Therefore, in order to start our calculations in the same way as we did for the AT
model, we assume that the critical point of the S : 1 Ising model, obtained in

D s?,
i

(10)
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Figure 5: Ratio Q r (stars) in the critical point of
filled diamond stands for the extrapolated value.

the q-3 Potts model. The

paper [2L], is calculated precisely enough to use this point in a similar way as the
exactly known critical point of the S : I lsing model was used for the AT model
in Section 1.

In this point (A = 0) we estimated values of the ratio Q = limr-+- Q 7 for
the square (8 = 0.855 + 0.003) and the rectangular (for the aspect ratio a : 2,

Q : 0.809 * 0.001) geometry. These approximate results coincide, as we expected,
with those calculated in [12] (Q = 0.856216*0.000001and I : 0.809678t0.000003
for the squaÍe and the a = 2 rectangular geometry respectively).

Our final results for the BC model are presented and compared with other
results in Fig. 3.

Fig 4 shows our finite size results. In the vicinity of the tricritical point (TCP)
convergence is worse. It is due to crossover phenomenal the TCP belongs to a
different universality class. The final results were obtained in the same way as in
the case of the AT model. Our accuracy is very good: It changes from about 0%
(from our definition in the ,9 : 1 Ising point) to 3% in the vicinity of the TCP.
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3 q:3 Potts model

The next model that we considered was the d, = 2, q = 3 Potts model on a squaxe

lattice (L x L) with reduced hamiltonian:

p?t- - * 
nr\@,,oi) 

- HT ó(o,ot),

where ol = 0, 1,2 is a variable at site i and d is the Kronecker delta. We take
H :0. This model exhibits a so called anomalous TCP, which is located in the
point (K = ln(1 + t/3), fI= 0) in parameter space [20]. The order parameter for
this transition is quite complicated and has the form:

M-

where m- Duó(ot,0) and q_ 3 in
expressed by formula (2).

qn'L - 7z

(11)

(12)q-L )

our case. The ratio Q r for this model is

'We calculated the ratio Q 1 in the critical point (anomalous TCP) for different
system sizes L (L S12) exploiting a transfer matrix technique described above for
the AT model. In order to obtain a limiting value Q = limu-+- Q t we fitted our
results to the same scaling formula like the one used for the BC model, however
with difierent scaling exponents (u, : $,yh = 2# 

[20]) and one additional term

1Z-Ê; suggested in paper [21]. In fact this additional term is a leading term what
can easily be seen in Fig.5 where our results are plotted against tr-á.

Linear extrapolations of our data in Fig. 5 allow us to estimate a universal
critical point amplitude ratio Q with big accuracy (tab. 1)

number of points Q* regression error
11

10

I
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

final estimate

Table 1: Linear extrapolations
number of points. Always the
L*o* - L2)

0.0001601435
0.000L768326
0.0001064718
5.984143e-05
3.67798e-05
2.550278e-05
1.908602e-05
1.458139e-05

0.0001

(Q.") of our results ploted against L-á fot different
results for the largest systems are used. (L*m - 2,

0.5713057
0.5710 429
0.5706616
0.5704433
0.5703282
0.57026L4
0.57A2166
0.5701832
0.5701500
0.5701310
0.5701
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